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“It is easier to keep talking once you know someone is 
listening.” – A participant in the first Listening Project.

“Start by listening.” – A participant from this year’s 
Listening Project.

The Listening Project, WVIZ/PBS & 90.3 WCPN 
ideastream’s annual community survey, is used 
to gauge the public view of the region’s assets 
and challenges – “the things that matter most” to 
Northeast Ohio residents. By doing so, ideastream 
is able to present programming and services that 

addresses these community-identified needs. The 
Listening Project also allows ideastream to monitor 

the role and value of its services.

In the summer of 2001, Cleveland’s PBS and NPR 
affiliates joined together to form a new public 
broadcasting organization with an ambitious but clear 
goal: to strengthen our communities. An impressive 

collective of regional broadcasting resources, ideastream 
now includes public television (WVIZ/PBS), public 
radio (90.3 WCPN), educational and public service 
channels, interactive video distance learning, 
teacher/student outreach and workshops, and a 
host of online support resources.

To find the pulse of the community, ideastream 
went directly to the residents of Northeast Ohio. 

Since 2001, The Listening Project has helped 
ideastream align its mission, strategies and tactics 

closely with Northeast Ohio community priorities. 
Thousands of Northeast Ohioans have let ideastream 
know their thoughts, concerns and opinions about the 
state of their community.

   Background
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Five years of Listening Project research has given 
ideastream a solid understanding of what the community 
considers important, what needs improvement, and 
what should be commended.  And in understanding 
the community, ideastream has developed content – 
distributed through radio, television, web, and outreach 
– to address both the assets and challenges of the region 
and to fulfill the organization’s mission statement: 

To strengthen our communities by providing distinctive, 
thought-provoking programs and services that enlighten, 
inspire, educate and entertain.

The richness of input from the community has inspired the 
creation and development of award-winning ideastream 
programs including ideas, The Sound of Ideas®, The State 
of Ohio, Applause, NewsDepth, and Feagler & Friends.
 
In June 2007, ideastream returned to the community 
with The Listening Project 2007 in order to reveal:
  

The public’s assessment of its community, its •	
assets and challenges and its viability as a place to 
live; 

The public’s idea about the role ideastream plays in •	
the Northeast Ohio community.

The Listening Project 2007 was designed to poll the 
community on this research and to judge if views have 
changed in the population over the past year.

One thousand four hundred and ten people participated 
in the 2007 survey. Respondents were solicited on-
air, in print, and online and asked to volunteer their 
opinions. They completed a 16-question survey which 
was administered online at wcpn.org, wviz.org and 
ideastream.org or through an automated phone tally. 
Others participated in one of two facilitated discussions 
which were held in August 2007 at the Idea Center 
at Playhouse Square, ideastream’s headquarters in 
downtown Cleveland.

DEMOGRAPHICS
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Participants in the 2007 survey were asked a series of 
questions about their history in Northeast Ohio and to 
rate the region based on its livability.

 How many years have you lived in Northeast Ohio?
 The majority of respondents replied that they have  
 lived in Northeast Ohio for 20 or more years (74%).  
 The remaining 26% was split fairly evenly between  
 10-20 years (10%), 5-10 years (7%), and up  
 to 5 years (9%). In 2001, 82% of respondents had  
 a residency of longer than 20 years – a larger  
 percentage than 2007.

 
	 Do	you	anticipate	living	in	Northeast	Ohio	five		

 years from now?
 Overwhelmingly, respondents chose yes (88%).  

 This number has increased since 2001, when  
 78% chose yes.

 How do you rate this region as a place to live?
 82% of respondents rated the region as an  
 excellent-to-good place to live. Of the remainder,  

 16% rated the region as a fair place to live, and  
 2% rated the region as a poor place to live.

Comparing these results to previous Listening 
Projects finds that since 2001, people have 
changed their view of the region from an excellent 
to a good place to live. In 2001, 46% rated the 
community an excellent place to live, and 50% 
rated it good. Compare the numbers to 2006, where 

only 34% rated the community as excellent and 
45% as good. The shift in view continues this year: 

25% reported excellent and 57% reported good. 

There has also been a general decrease in combined 
excellent and good views – 96% rated either excellent or 
good in 2001, while only 82% said the same in 2007.

Those who occupy the region have done so for some 
time, and most of those plan to be here in five years. The 
definite downward trend in the community’s view of the 
region as a excellent/good place to live is concerning.
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   Community



What Participants Said About the Community…
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“I tell people that come from out of town that 
Cleveland has everything that any megalopolis 
has to offer.  We (have) the best orchestra 
in the country, we’ve got some of the best 
museums, and you know, our culture is right up 
there with any other big city in the country, but 
we don’t have any of the big city problems.”

“I think being … a twenty-something in 
Cleveland is really difficult.”

“The economics, the … quality of living per 
dollar, you can’t beat us.”

“I’m very proud to be from Cleveland, but I 
worry about it.”

“I love that I can afford to buy a house in a 
neighborhood where people speak different 
languages and people are friendly with each 
other and we have active block clubs.”

“Clevelanders can’t resist the temptation to talk 
about the problems of the region.”
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RESPONDENTS AND  
THE COMMUNITY
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The 2007 survey asked participants to rate the 
importance of six assets identified in 2006: 
people/community,weather/environment, 
location, jobs, culture, and recreation.

The response for the region’s biggest asset 
was the same as the last survey: 58% viewed 
people and community as “most important.”

Other assets rated as “most important” 
included culture (49%) and jobs (42%). 
Weather, location, and recreation had the 
majority of their responses rated as “somewhat 
important.”

Specific assets were again mentioned this 
year and tracked well with previous Listening 
Projects. Some of the assets identified by 
the community include Lake Erie, University 
Circle, the various library systems and higher 
education institutions, and the generally 
positive cultural climate.

People surveyed are delighted by the wide 
array of performing arts available to them. 
They generally value the quality and cost of 
living in Northeast Ohio.

What Participants Said About the 
Region’s Assets…

“I think one of the biggest assets in 
Cleveland (is) the people. The people that 
have stayed here, the people that have come 
here – they’re all races, all religions, tall 
people, short people, thin people, fat people, 
educated people, less than educated people – 
and they all love Cleveland.”

“We don’t brag enough about Cleveland and 
what we have to offer.”

“We’re ranked number one in the nation for 
our public libraries and the quality of our 
public libraries.”

“I feel that this town, since I moved here, is 
one of the best-kept secrets around.”

“Looking … from a cultural perspective, this 
place is fantastic.”

“(Lake Erie’s) an incredibly big asset and it’s 
one that’s undercapitalized.”

“We don’t have hurricanes, we seldom 
have tornadoes, we don’t have 100 degree 
weather. I think the weather’s great.”

“I’ve traveled all over the country a lot.  I’ve 
lived in most regions of the country and I 
absolutely love Cleveland the best.”

   Assets

ASSET
MOST  

IMPORTANT
LEAST  

IMPORTANT
People/ 
Community 58% 31% 9% 2% 0%

Weather/ 
Environment 9% 29% 39% 15% 8%

Location 17% 38% 32% 9% 4%
Jobs 42% 30% 16% 8% 4%

Culture 49% 37% 11% 2% 1%

Recreation 22% 46% 21% 7% 4%
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The Listening Project 2007 also polled 
participants on a set of six challenges identified 
by previous reports: economy, education, urban 
sprawl, politics, crime/drugs, and people/racial 
issues.

As with previous reports, the economy ranked 
at the top of the region’s challenges. This 
year, 73% of respondents rated the economy 
as the region’s most important challenge. This 
number is almost matched by the challenge 
of education – 71% of respondents identified 
education as the most important challenge of 
Northeast Ohio. 

Even though the economy has been identified 
as the number one challenge in every Listening 
Project report, the other challenging factors 
have changed in importance. Education, for 
example, has fluctuated over the years: 63% 
identified it in 2001, and only two years later, 
the number dropped to 15%.  In 2006, only 
19% identified education as a challenge. 

The other four challenges presented in 2007 
were rated as “somewhat important,” and 
almost evenly divided with each other: urban 
sprawl, 33%; politics, 36%; crime/drugs, 
35%; people/racial issues, 34%.

One thing is for certain: the economy of the 
region continues to be a challenge to the 
area’s well-being. Many responses this year 
linked economy and education together; 
the two challenges are dependent on each 
other, and both need attention if the region’s 
socioeconomic status is to be improved.

What Participants Said About the 
Region’s Challenges…
 
“I think that this whole region, and Cleveland 
in particular, has been victimized by some 
pretty sad leadership.”

“I think that one of the challenges we face is 
that we don’t look at ourselves as a region.”

“I think if you don’t fix the educational 
system, you’re not going to be able to fix the 
economy.”

“Education in the city of Cleveland is a 
disaster.”

“Regional government is such a puzzle for 
people.”

“There isn’t enough business here. There 
(are) too many empty places. There’s not 
enough money.”

“Urban sprawl continues to be a problem, as 
does growing and empty retail areas.”

“Education, Education, Education. If we do 
not prioritize the education of our children, 
we will not have a future.”

“There is no incentive to come to Ohio or 
greater Cleveland for people or businesses.”

   Challenges

CHALLENGE
MOST  

IMPORTANT
LEAST  

IMPORTANT
Economy 73% 22% 4% 1% 0%
Education 71% 23% 4% 2% 0%
Urban Sprawl 27% 33% 26% 9% 5%
Politics 21% 36% 30% 9% 4%
Crime/Drugs 32% 35% 23% 7% 3%
People/ 
Racial Issues 27% 34% 25% 9% 5%



The 2007 survey also focused on participants’ use of 
ideastream (including 90.3 WCPN, WVIZ/PBS, web 
sites and corresponding services): 68% identified using 
ideastream daily. 18% used ideastream a few times a 

week; 14% used ideastream less than once a week.

In 2006, people and community were identified 
by the community as the region’s biggest asset, 
and economy as the biggest challenge. This year, 
respondents were asked if they had seen or heard 
stories on 90.3 WCPN and WVIZ/PBS that addressed 
these assets and challenges. A large majority said 

they had – 88% felt that ideastream had focused 
efforts on addressing the economy and celebrating the 

community.

In past surveys, the community was asked about the 
impact of ideastream’s broadcast outlets in making their 
communities better places to live. Previous findings 

showed that an average of 64% believed ideastream 
could do so. The same question was posed this 

year, with a significantly higher result: 96% of 
respondents said yes, ideastream has an impact 
in making the community a better place to live.

It’s clear that ideastream plays an important 
role in its audiences’ lives. Many believe that 
the organization is complying with its mission to 
strengthen our communities. ideastream is also 

performing well in addressing the region’s most 
important assets and challenges, as judged by this 

year’s results.
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   Perception of ideastream Impact



What Participants Said About ideastream…
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“I believe that one of the big problems is that 
there’s this huge social distance between 
people. ideastream is ideally suited to be able to 
narrow that social distance.”

“I think ideastream needs to be the platform on 
which ideas can be introduced.”

“When I think of ideastream, I think about 
trust, objectivity, accuracy, no agenda.  I think 
that’s what you have to really capitalize on, 
because right now those are the strengths of 
the organization.”

“I think ideastream has taken a pro-Northeast 
Ohio stance and I think they should.”

“I think that listening to (The Sound of Ideas®) 
gives us a big clue as to what’s going on in the 
area.”

“I think ideastream could do a real public 
service in helping the region understand public 
education.”

“Dee Perry’s show is very helpful in letting me 
know what is going on.”

“ideastream is our gateway to local issues.”
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   Conclusions

When ideastream was formed in 2001, it sought out 
the community’s input on the direction of the new 
organization; the response received was passionate and 
avid. The lessons learned in the years of research guide 

ideastream and influence the content and services of 
the organization every single day.
                                   
This year, ideastream continued the conversation 
with the public, seeking to understand how the 
community was changing. More than one thousand 
people contacted the organization to participate; to 
tell ideastream what matters most to them. They 

also gave the organization advice and feedback which 
will be used to model and construct new initiatives.

The Listening Project 2007 supports the findings of 
previous years’ surveys. Specific assets and challenges 
mentioned by the public in earlier surveys remain priorities 
to recognize and address.

Participants in the questionnaire and audience panels 
defined a community that’s faced with some fairly 
serious economic and educative challenges. 
However, the desire and drive to help change the 
community in a positive way was expressed within 
participant comments. Many respondents believed 
that an individual could impact improvements 
within their communities, and that ideastream 
could help them to do so.

Responses to open-ended questions and audience 
panels pointed to a belief that public institutions 

and organizations - including ideastream - continue to 
provide a valuable service to the public and to make the 
community a better place to live.

ideastream creates, acquires and delivers content that 
connects those who seek knowledge with those who 
possess it. Many people in Northeast Ohio have let 
ideastream know that its contribution has been much 
appreciated and valued.



Listed here are series, special programs and other projects and events that have been informed 
or influenced by the results of The Listening Project. They were produced and presented by 
WVIZ/PBS & 90.3 WCPN ideastream, alone or in collaboration with other organizations.

SERIES
90.3 News
Applause
Around Noon
City Club Forum 
Feagler & Friends 
Inside the Idea Center
Jazz from the North Coast
News from the North Coast
NewsDepth 
The Sound of Ideas® 
Sounds of American History
WVIZ/PBS Cooks!

OUTREACH
Ask This Old House 
A Lion in the House
A Place of Our Own
Through Deaf Eyes
The War 

SPECIALS
Addiction and Mental Health
Affordable Housing
And Thou Shalt Honor
Case of the Missing Human Potential
Children’s Health
Cleveland Orchestra July 4th Concerts
Concert of Tribute and Remembrance
Congressional Debates 
Democracy
Downtown Cleveland
Governor Debates
Hank Williams Still Cookin’
Health Disparities
HealthWatch 
ideas
Katrina Relief
Living with Cancer
Making Change
Martin Luther King Day Concerts
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Mayoral Debates
Mental Health
MoneyWatch
Ohio: 200 Years 
A Quiet Crisis 
The Region’s Resume
Sam Cooke: A Change is Gonna Come
Stress and Mental Health
Tomorrow’s Promise
Tsunami Relief
The Way We Ate
Weather or Not
What’s Your Math Problem
World Have Your Say Live from the Idea Center




